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November 7, 1968

Sir John Crawford
24 Betiain Crescent
ACTON A.C.T. 2601

nberra
Australia

Dear Sir John,

This letter is intended to bring you up-to-date with some
things that have happened here since your visit.

Projects Department Reorganization

I attach a copy of the Administrative Circular dated October 30
about Projects Department reorganization. The upgrading of Divisions
to Departments and the Sections to Divisions has, as you may imagine,
been well received (at least in this part of the Bank), and I hope it
will be as gragifying to you as it is to us. We are most grateful to
you for your support in this. I think that the circular is self-
explanatory, but please let me know if there is any clarification that
you would like to have.

Reorganization of Area Departments

An Administrative Circular came round on October 16 about re-
organization of Area Departments, and I attach a copy. Important
features are the splitting of the former Asia and Africa Departments
and the combination of Middle East/North Africa and Europe into one
Area Department.

Agriculture Projects Department Organization

Mr. Chadenet is on a trip in East Africa and I know intends to
consider further your memorandum on this subject when he returns
towards the end of November.

Other Documents

I enclose a copy of our latest "Progress of Operations Report"
dated October 31. We have just been asked to comment on revised drafts
of a number of Operational emoranda, namely numbers 6.01 through 6.09,
and I shall send you the revised versions when they are finalised.



Sir John Crawford - 2 - November 7, 1968

I - leaving next week for a one week visit to Burope, where
I shall be contacting a number of consulting firms and other
institutions to see whether any of them can provide small reservoirs
of talent on which we can call whenever we need to do so, to help us
with some of our project preparation and end-use supervision. This
will be an exploratory mission, and I do not expect to have anything
finalized for two or three months. In December I shall be going on
a two week trip (December 10-20) to Malaysia and Thailand.

We are sending out a mission to India this month, on lines
discussed with you, to see what scope there is for us to support
"agricultural credit". Bill Wapenhars will also be in India for
a short time, overlapping with the credit mission, attempting to
set the seene for an "irrigation mission" in January.

Kindest regards,

Yours sincerely,

L.J.C. Evans
Director

Agriculture Projects Department

Attachments

LJC~vans slkt



March 18, 1968

Sir John Crawford
32 Melbourne Avenue
Deakin
Canberra
A.C.T., 2600
Australia

Dear Sir John:

Many thanks for your letter of March about the econmic rate of
return. I enclose a copy of the current Operational Memorandum on "Economic
and Financial Returns". It has not been updated since June 1965 (as you
know, these memoranda are prepared for use within the Bank only and I would
ask you therefore to limit your use of it accordingly).

We enclose also some illustrative material describing the concept
and application of the rate of return. This is material that has been pre-
pared for the EDI Courses. Bill Wapenhans thinks that it will be self-
explanatory and relates to your purpose. One of the examples quoted
refers to the Kemubu Irrigation project in Malaysia.

Things are going fairly well here. We have a heavy money-lending
schedule ahead of us. Our current target is to present thirteen IDA Credits
and four Bank Loans to the Board between now and June 30. In the last
calendar year, the Bank Group's lending for agricultural projects exceeded
US$ 200 million for the first time and we expect to do still more in 1968.

You will like to know that we shall be sending an appraisal team
to India next month to appraise a seeds project. We also hope to be able
to revive a project in the Punjab which had to be deferred for lack of IDA
funds.

When we concluded the Indus Special Study, we began on a samekhat
similar operation in East Pakistan and we have a fairly large team of people
engaged on that. I expect to join them in the field next week. I shall
return here by April 4 after putting in three days at the Cambridge Conference
on Development.



Sir John Crawford - 2 - March 18, 1968

I was glad to have the opportunity of meeting Professor Fisk in
Manila during the recent meeting of the Consultative Comaittee which was
reviewing the Asian Agricultural Survey. David Hopper did an unusually
good piece of work I thought and we had some very interesting discussions.

I hope we shaU see you over here again before too long.

Kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

/ / i

L. J. C. Evans
Assistant Director - Projects Department

In Charge of Agriculture

Enclosurest

LJCEvans: vmm
IBRD

cc: Mr. Wapenhans
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--- --- ---
7th March, 1968

Mr. L.G.C. Evans,
Director,
Agricultural Division,
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
WASHINGTON, D.C., 20433, U.S.A.

Dear Jim,

I went the other day to re-check my notes on the
economic rate of return only to findIto my horrorthat I
have apparently mislaid all my notes compiled at various
times in Washington. Would it be too much to ask you to
send me any revisions of the Operations Manual and more
importantly any illustrative examples used as a guide to
new staff members. It is the latter that I am
particularly anxious to have, rndeed I should apologise to
Dr. Wapanhans who had been good enough to take me through
the working of one or two of his examples.

If the request is too inconvenient, I will fully
understand.

Best of good wishes.

Yours sincerely,

(J.G. Crawford)
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September 13, 1967

Professor Sir John Crawford
Director, Research School of

Pacific Studies
Australian National University
Canberra, A.C.T.
Australia

Dear Sir Johni

Following our discussions in your office in July on the
Bank's agricultural vork, I am anlosing a copy of the joint
Bank/FAO report on Spanish agriculture. We hope to be able to
take iqp an agricultural project in Spain during 196$, possibly
for livesteek. I n mv also working an Greece where there ar',
as you ky, many similar agricultural problems.

Thank you for fitting me into your schedule at such short
notice.

With best ishes,

Yours sincerely,

Bruce MN Check
lurope Departasat

Incl.3lhekEG
IBRD

A



August 30, 1967.

Dear Sir John:

Thank you for your letter of August 25. I am glad

that you have finally received the reports and am very sorry

they took so long in reaching you. It was an oversight in

sending them by sea and I apologise for any inconvenience

caused you.

We are still as busy as ever here with the usual

steam of visitors back and forth, including FAO.

With kindest regards,

Yours sincerely,

Mary E. Dowding

Sir John Crawford,
32 Melbourne Avenue,
Deakin,
Canberra,
Australia.



32 1 elbourne Avenue,
Deakin,

P~je Dept, Correspondence CANBERRA, A.C.T.

A NS'D BY ------------------ 5th June, 1967.

DATE .------------

Dear Jim,

I know you have been somewhat worried about
benefit-cost analysis, which can be so easily elevated
beyond its rea.l powers and worth as an instrument of
policy. For this reason I think you will find good
sense in an article by Richard J. Hammond in the
Natural Resources Journal, April 1966.

liy copy came to me as a reprint from the
Food Research Institute, Stanford University, and I am
sure you could secure a copy.

The beauty of Hammond's article is its
stress on good judgment as the only way to handle the
intangibles which figure so largely in the more
theoretical approaches to benefit-cost analysis.

I hope you have enjoyed your home leave.

Yours sincerely,

(J.G. Crawford)

LUr. J. s,
Director,
Agricultural Division,
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development,
1818 H Street, 20433,
7WASH INGTO , D.C.





CONVENTION AND LIMITATION IN
BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

RICHARD J. HAMMOND*

BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS AS AN ADMINISTRATIVE DEVICE

The formal computation of benefit-cost ratios is an established
part of the American governmental process; its origins go back at

least as far as the River and Harbor Act of 1902,1 and it was ex-

plicitly provided for in an act of 1920.2 It is peculiarly, perhaps
uniquely, American, stemming as it does from a Constitution in

which the antinomies inherent in a federation of sovereign states are

compounded by a refusal to allow the federal Executive Branch dis-

cretion over details of expenditure already approved in principle by
the Legislative Branch. (Providing by statute for the computation of

benefit-cost ratios is unknown in the United Kingdom, where such

discretion is a matter of course, subject only to subsequent parlia-

mentary discussion and the scrutiny of the Public Accounts Commit-
tee of the House of Commons.) The computation of benefit-cost
ratios was intended to serve two purposes which in essence are

separate. It establishes which public projects are prima facie likely
to yield economic benefits and are hence worthy to be submitted for

congressional approval; and it furnishes a basis for the apportion-

ment of the cost of such projects between the federal government

and others. In the first case, it embodies an economic shibboleth, in
the form of a benefit-cost ratio in excess of 1:1; in the second, it lays

down a rubric that the apportionment of costs should be in the same

ratio as the incidence of benefits. Neither shibboleth nor rubric is

in fact binding on Congress, and each is essentially no more than a

rule of thumb for the guidance of government agencies in submitting
projects.

* Professor in the Food Research Institute, Stanford University, Stanford, California.
This essay is in part a reworking of material first published as Chapter 2 of a

monograph entitled Benefit-Cost Analysis and Water Pollution Control (Misc. Pub. No.
13, Food Research Institute, Stanford Univ. 1960), prepared under contract with the
United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

I should like to acknowledge a special debt to the work of Professor T. W. Hutch-
ison, of Birmingham University, England, cited hereafter, for elucidating numerous
methodological points and for a number of citations from other authors.

1. 32 Stat. 372-73 (1903).
2. River and Harbor Act, 41 Stat. 1009-10 (1920).
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It is no derogation of such devices to say that they are, of con-
vention, inevitably imbued with a strong element of artifice. When
one considers, for instance, the difficulty of assessing and apportion-
ing economic benefits already received, the equity of charging costs
pro rata with an apportionment of hypothetical benefits appears
itself hypothetical. Likewise, it is apparent that two projects with
identical benefit-cost ratios, however carefully compiled, may-one
might almost say, are bound to-turn out very differently in prac-
tice. Not only is the usefulness of calculation limited by the extent
of human ability to foretell the future; its scope is circumscribed by
decisions taken in the past. The Bureau of Reclamation, for instance,
operates only in the seventeen western states; plausible, though
doubtless not conclusive, arguments could readily be adduced to
show that these states are the sole beneficiaries of its activities and
that on balance the nation is the loser. Yet the contrary presumption
is made imperative by the very establishment of the Bureau of
Reclamation. Sometimes such a presumption may be tacit or custom-
ary: the Corps of Engineers, in making benefit-cost analyses of
navigation projects, appears simply to have assumed that these
projects would constitute a national, and not merely a local, benefit
to the extent that they were used.

The inherently speculative character of the analysis, and the evi-
dent fact that public works programs will always have to take into
account past history and a variety of considerations lumped under
the general head of "public policy," suggest that the scope for im-
provements in, or extensions of, the analytical process itself is
decidedly limited. Two questions in particular arise that can only be
answered by persons familiar with the day-to-day process of admin-
istration: (1) How, and how far, is it possible to secure uniformity
of practice between different agencies using benefit-cost analysis?
(2) To what degree of elaboration is it worthwhile taking the
process, i.e., at what point does a further increment of speculation
promise less than a commensurate increase in the accuracy of the
forecast? In recent years a great deal of effort, attended by a
modicum of success, has been spent on the first question. But a
voluminous literature can be searched in vain for more than a sug-
gestion that the second question is even proper to ask, let alone for
any attempt to answer it. So far from benefit-cost analysis being
assigned a place as a useful administrative device in limited applica-
tions, it has been exalted into a "secular sacrament"-to quote a
theologically-minded administrator of my acquaintance-as well as
a comprehensive solvent for economic problems of resource use.
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The history of this development is an instructive commentary on the
role of the economist in public administration.

The point in time at which the benefit-cost ratio began to get out
of hand, so to speak, can be dated with sufficient accuracy as the

early years of the New Deal, when massive public works became
the vogue as a way of diminishing unemployment, and when a nar-

e rowly financial estimate of benefits and costs appeared to under-
estimate the advantages of creatively employing "labor which other-

t wise might have to be provided subsistence when idle." 3 The Water

y Resources Committee of Secretary Ickes' National Resources Board
called for a study of the "intangible factors" governing benefits and

h costs, and for a revision of "conventional costing technique" in

favor of one "peculiarly suitable to collective undertakings. . . .

d [I]t appears reasonable to explore the possibility of constructing a

n general formula which would serve in any project by substitution of

ascertainable values for such of the terms of the formula as are per-

I- tinent."' Such a general formula was, however, not forthcoming.
)f Instead, widespread encouragement appears to have been given to

e individual agencies to seek out ways and means by which projects
it that seemed desirable could be endowed with the favorable benefit-

cost ratios requisite for congressional approval. A sign of the times
was the proviso in the Flood Control Act of 1936 allowing the fed-

eral government to participate in schemes of flood control "if the

r benefits to whomsoever they may accrue are in excess of the esti-

mated costs, and if the lives and social security of people are other-

is wise adversely affected."'
>e It is arguable that a straightforward rejection of the benefit-cost

n- formula in favor of administrative discretion would have been pref-

ty erable to a large-scale resort to economic casuistry. The course that

was pursued certainly brought benefit-cost analysis into disrepute
lie in many quarters, particularly when agencies continued, in times of

>n wartime boom and post-war "full employment," practices generated

ae by the depression. The Bureau of Reclamation in particular began
a ,to make play with "secondary" or "indirect" benefits, evaluating
a such things as the increased attendance to be expected at motion-

g- picture theaters in an area affected by a reclamation project (at a
or figure amounting to thirty-nine per cent of the expected admission
,g

3. U.S. National Resources Board, A Report on National Planning and Public
Works in Relation to Natural Resources and Including Land Use and Water Resources

a With Findings and Recommendations 267 (1934).
as 4. Ibid.

e. 5. 49 Stat. 1570 (1936), 33 U.S.C. 701a (1964). (Emphasis added.)
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fees) a process which, carried to its logical conclusion throughout Water
the life of, say, a dam designed to last half a century or more, has Green
implications at which the mind boggles. Several agencies evoked ments b
so-called intangible benefits, such as those afforded by the provision
of facilities for recreation, and a variety of attempts were-and
continue to be-made to put some kind of dollar value on them. co
Opinions are divided on the intrinsic merits of including these in-
tangibles in analysis; moreover, the practical effect of doing so is to Noc
increase the federal contribution to the cost of joint projects, can fail
inasmuch as intangibles are inevitably classed as "non-reimbursable," draftin
i.e., not chargeable to the locality in which the project is situated. the cas

As early as 1943 the need for some central check on agency prac- improvi
tices gave rise to an Executive Order requiring that reports "re- departn
lating to or affecting Federal public works and improvement proj- reconcil
ects"' be submitted to the Bureau of the Budget. Early in 1946, analysis
perhaps under pressure from the Bureau of the Budget, which may could c
well have been embarrassed by the variety of agency practices theory.
that were thus revealed, the Federal Inter-Agency River Basin supposir
Committee' appointed a Sub-Committee on Benefits and Costs "for out to b
the purpose of formulating mutually acceptable principles and pro- the sub-i
cedures." This sub-committee is still in existence under a somewhat member
different name, though of late it appears to have accomplished little report c
that is noteworthy. Its early years, however, were marked by a a systen
sustained and laborious attempt to come to grips with the prob- economi
lem, which its first progress report in 19479 rightly characterized of curr(
as "complex and difficult." The report went on to say that "search -one s
of the available literature has yielded relatively little of value to penetra
the Sub-Committee. Even a standard terminology is lacking." Not tion. At
until May, 1950, was the sub-committee in a position to produce a been m<
comprehensive interim report'0 which even so was hurried forward of advi
("on an expedited schedule") at the request of the President's limitati.

applied.
6. Staff of House Comm. on Public Works, 82d Cong., 2d Sess., Economic Evalua-

tion of Federal Water Resource Development Projects (Comm. Print No. 24, 1952), siderati
quoted in R. J. Hammond, Benefit-Cost Analysis and Water Pollution Control 34-35 is to be
(Misc. Pub. No. 13, Food Research Institute, Stanford Univ. 1960). bureauc

7. Exec. Order No. 9384, 8 Fed. Reg. 13782-83 (1943).
8. Comprising the Army Corps of Engineers, the Departments of the' Interior, no one

Agriculture, and Commerce, and the Federal Power Commission. The Department be raise,
of Health, Education, and Welfare was added in 1948, after the passage of the Water its thco
Pollution Control Act of that year.

9. Sub-Comm. on Benefits and Costs, Report to the Federal Inter-Agency River practica
Basin Comm., Proposed Practices for Economic Analysis of River Basin Projects 58 The
para. 5 (1950) [hereinafter cited as Green Book].

10. Letter of Transmittal, dated May 15, 1950, Green Book vii. stems
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'1out Water Policy Resources Commission. This document, the so-called

has Green Book, has shaped official thinking ever since; any amend-
oked ments have touched detail rather than principle.
ision

-and 
heni. CONTRADICTORY DOCTRINES OF BENEFIT MAXIMIZATION

;C in.
is to No one who has essayed even a partial study of the problem

jects, can fail to sympathize with the predicament of those charged with
.ble," drafting the interim report. They were confronted, as so often is
ated. the case, with a doctrinal vacuum that had been filled by ad hoc
prac- improvisations, some of long standing and all cherished by their
"'re- departmental inventors. As many of these as possible required

proj. reconciliation and intellectual defense, which-though benefit-cost
1946, analysis had, it seems, originally been invented by non-economists-
my could only be couched in terms of generally accepted economic

.tcces theory. (An independent theory elaborated from first principles,
Basin supposing anyone had attempted such a thing, might have turned
"for out to be dangerously heterodox.) In default of a detailed study of
pro- the sub-committee's papers and of the intellectual antecedents of its

-what members and staff, one can only guess at the process by which the
little report came into existence. Despite the avowed aim-"to develop
by a a systematic, consistent, and theoretically sound framework for the
prob- economic analysis of river basin projects and programs, irrespective
rued of current practices or legislative and administrative limitations"
earch -one suspects that the authors of the Green Book did not seek to
Ue to penetrate very far beneath the surface of any theoretical proposi-

Not tion. At the same time they deliberately eschewed what would have
uce a been most useful (one might think) to the administrator in search
ward of advice, namely an inquiry into the "legislative and administrative
lent' limitations" within which any set of principles would have to be

applied. (It is only fair to add that this neglect of practical con-
1952), siderations, coupled with a want of rigor in theoretical formulation,

1 34-35 is to be discerned in some authors who may be presumed free of
bureaucratic constraints.) There is much in the report with which

cr no one would wish to quarrel, or at which only minor cavils need
fIni be raised. As a whole, however, the report falls between two schools:

its theory is not beyond question, and as a handbook it is not very
River practical.

The most influential and persistent error in the Green Book
stems from what may be called The Fallacy of Maximizing Net
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Returns. The Green Book sets this out as an incontrovertible prop- se
osition: an

be
The most effective use of economic resources is made if they are cri
utilized in such a way that the amount by which benefits exceed thcosts is at a maximum rather than in such a way as to produce a
maximum benefit-cost ratio or on some other basis. This means that
a project should be so designed as to include each separable seg- pr
ment or increment of scale of development which will provide bene- de
fits at least equal to the cost of that segment or increment. . . . pr
This criterion of maximising net benefits is a fundamental require- do
ment for economic justification of a project." dc

to
This proposition has been spelled out with numerical examples $1
and diagrams on several occasions, most recently in a study by th
Hirshleifer, DeHaven, and Milliman" which prides itself on its
economic sophistication and loses no opportunity to point out the In
errors of engineers, bureaucrats and other non-economists in mat- ex
ters concerning water supplies. The examples they give will, as it ha
happens, serve to put the matter beyond all doubt: sir

bi1
Suppose that we must choose between two mutually exclusive proj- ab
ects (with all risk and uncertainty being assumed away), one with a ut
cost of $1.00 and a benefit of $5.00, the other with a cost of $1,000 pr
and a benefit of $1,200. The former has a B/C ratio of 5, and the ba
latter of only 1.2, but we would clearly be mistaken to forego a ba
$200 gain for a mere $4 on the other project. The ratio does not, fo
therefore, lead to the right answer. . . . cu

wi
A little later, they continue as follows: ur

Those who argue against the use of the B-C criterion cite com- of
parisons like the following. Suppose there is one project with benefit is
of $2.00 and cost of $1.00, and another with benefit of $1,000,002 .
and cost of $1,000,001-is not the former preferable? The answer
is, 'No,' risk and uncertainty aside. . . . ~

Mc
There is one unlikely circumstance in which the contention in

the second example above would be valid, namely if it were certain
that no benefit might be derived from using the resources repre-

11. Green Book S. (Emphasis added.)
12. J. Hirshleifer, J. C. DeHaven & J. W. Milliman, Water Supply: Economics, E.

Technology and Policy (1960). Ne
13. Id. at 137-38. (Emphasis by the authors.)
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sented by the million-dollar difference in some other way (or, as
an economist would put it, if the difference in opportunity costs

between the two projects were nil). If this were not so-if the

criterion of maximising net benefits might properly be applied in

the sense postulated in the Green Book and by the authors quoted

-it would be impossible to choose on economic grounds between

projects having identical net benefits and differing costs, an evi-

dent absurdity. So, in the other instance, a preference for the

project having the lower benefit-cost ratio could be justified only
if it represented the most advantageous use of the remaining 999
dollars' worth of resources. The choice would then be tantamount
to one between incurring costs of $1000 for benefits of $1004 and

$1200 respectively, and the use of benefit-cost ratios would give
the correct answer.

The foregoing may seem painfully obvious once it is set out.

tie Indeed, the patent fact that the fallacy has not been detected by
lat. experienced practitioners would seem to require explanation. It is

s it hardly enough to remark, as did Thorstein Veblen in a not dis-

similar instance: "This supposition . . . may be objected to as a

bit of puerile absurdity; but it is a long time since puerility or
absurdity has been a bar to any supposition in arguments on marginal
utility."" What seems to have happened is that a familiar abstract

proposition of economic theory, that rational conduct consists in

balancing marginal cost against marginal gain, has been mistaken
for a prescriptive rule of behavior applicable in any and all cir-
cumstances without qualification. Such economic fundamentalism,
which like its religious counterpart is innocent of philosophy, nat-
urally gets itself into trouble in a complex universe.

What makes this persistent aberration (which recurs in the latest

official ruling' 5 on the subject, dated May, 1962") the more odd

is that a standing fact of bureaucratic life, the budgetary limitation
within which construction schemes generally operate, would seem

14. Veblen, Professor Clark's Economics, reprinted in The Place of Science in
Modern Civilization 180, 225 n. 38 (1919).

in 15. It also appears in an unofficial commentary:

tain If the benefit-cost ratio is used to qualify projects and if it is assumed that
all projects having a benefit-cost ratio greater than one will be built, it is ob-

prc. vious that projects should be planned so that net benefits on individual projects
will be maximized. This will result in a maximization of net benefits for the
entire project system.

mic,. E. Castle, M. Kelso & D. Gardner, Water Resources Development: A Review of the
New Federal Evaluation Procedures, 45 J. Farm Econ. 698 (1963).

16. S. Doc. No. 97, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 7-8 (1962).
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to impose an opposite presumption, might indeed be construed as th
a reminder to consider the opportunity-cost of adding each "seg- ma
ment or increment" to a project. (True, some economists quaintly
give this fact of life the name "capital rationing," as if there were
something abnormal about it.) The authors of the Green Book,
though ignoring the point when discussing the size of an individual
project, become abruptly aware of it when they pass to comparison
between projects. They rightly remark that two projects having
equal net benefits would, if that were the sole criterion, appear
equally desirable even though their costs differed: "This method of
comparison would be useful only if relative costs were no object."
They go on to recommend that the benefit-cost ratio be used to
compare one project with another. One commentator" has pointed
out that this procedure would be akin, in the commercial world,
to using a ratio of gross receipts to gross expenses in an investment lisl
decision. Moreover, it is completely in contradiction with the earlier em
dictum about the "most effective use of economic resources." The ret
authors of the Green Book have failed to recognize that there is uti
absolutely no difference in principle between comparing two sepa- the
rate projects and comparing a larger and smaller version of the lec
same project. Hence their recommendations are not merely mis- E%
taken but each nullifies the other. ter

The contradiction is easily removed if one assumes, as the general fir!
case, that capital resources are limited. If the object of investment mc
be then to maximize net returns to the funds that have been voted re(
for the program in question, and if the benefit-cost ratio be calcu- th:
lated, not as a gross figure representing all costs and all benefits, efi
but in such a way as to separate capital costs from running costs no
and exclude the latter from the denominator of the ratio," the tiv
projects having the highest ratio will also show the maximum net
benefit. Certain accounting difficulties will remain, particularly when Pic
more than one agency's funds are concerned, but the principle of pr4
calculation will be both correct and intelligible. The Green Book gr<
authors actually hit on this solution, only to reject it on the ground effi

th:
17. J. Margolis, The Discount Rate and the Benefits-Costs Justification of Federal lat

Irrigation Investment 12-13 (Tech. Report No. 23, Dep't of Economics, Stanford Univ. t
1955). thi

18. Let B represent benefit, X the annual equivalent of capital invested, and Y the an- th
nual working costs. Then the customary manner of computing the ratio is given by to

B B-Y

X + Y, whereas the correct formula would be X . See R. N. McKean, Efficiency in
Government Through Systems Analysis 108-17 (1958) ; Hammond, op. cit. supra note 6,

at 19-20.
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ed as that it would mean an incomplete comparison of the operating and
"seg- maintenance costs of different projects:

aintly
were The method has a limited usefulness, as for example for deter-

1~ook, mining relative desirability of projects when construction funds are

vidlual limited and when the relative cost of operation and maintenance

arison is considered of secondary importance.' 9

iaving The general rule is thus treated as if it were the exception.
ippear
10d of

jct."III
sed to THE DEBILITATING ASSUMPTION OF PERFECT FORESIGHT
oint
world, The outcome of the foregoing laborious discussion is to estab-
stment lish as a criterion for government precisely the common-sense one
earlier employed by the ordinary investor, namely to seek the maximum

." The return on his capital. One is therefore entitled to question the
here is utility of invoking the sub-committee's "fundamental requirement,"
o sepa- the more so since the sub-committee was thereby led into an intel-
of the lectual impasse that was nonetheless complete for being unsuspected.
ly mis- Even had it succeeded, however, in formulating a consistent cri-

terion by which to judge projects, this would only constitute the
general first stage in the journey and in itself would say nothing about the
:stment means by which the criterion was to be applied. It is these that
1 voted require consideration in the light of the Green Book assertions
e calcu- that benefit-cost analysis can array projects in order of economic
)enefits, efficiency, and can "ascertain the extent to which the use of eco-
ig costs nomic resources . . . necessary for a project is more or less effec-
0,18 ' tive than would be the case if the project were not undertaken." 20

Um Nti. These' are sweeping claims, unknown to the unsophisticated
ly when pioneers who merely sought to establish that a given project was
ciple of promising enough to warrant favorable recommendation to Con-
n Book gress. One might almost suppose that a solution to the problem of
ground efficiency in resource use by Government had been achieved and

if Federal that all Congress needed to do was to endorse the results of calcu-

ord Univ. lation. Some writers have indeed gone so far as to suggest that
this was morally incumbent on politicians and administrators and

give ab- that the rolling log and the barrel of pork were the only obstacles
to economic righteousness. The underlying implication is that some-

Eiciency in
ra note 6, 19. Green Book 14.

20. Id. at 5. (Emphasis added.)
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how or other the progress of science has disposed of uncertainty and or a

enabled us to choose not only rationally but infallibly. of c

This assumption of prescience can never, in the nature of things, forc

be overt, for it needs but be stated to be repudiated. But it is dis- van'

cernible in the very language of the Green Book, which often uses surc

words like measure, ascertain, and evaluate in contexts where esti- cont

mate, expect, and guess would be more appropriate. It shows like- pro.

wise in a willingness to resort to what are best described as imagin- pre,

ary data as bases for calculation, rather than admit ignorance of pro

the future and restrict the extent of calculation accordingly. Thus, mar

in discussing the "evaluation" of the future running costs of a lon,

project, the Green Book declares: 19(
mia

Future operation, maintenance, and replacement costs and bene- sigl

fits should be evaluated on the basis of the prices estimated to prevail but

at the time of occurrence of such costs and benefits. The most prac- iblc
ticable procedure is to estimate the average price level expected over cre
the life of the project. . . . This requires consideration of popula- of
tion growth, technological developments, changes in consumption rur
patterns, levels of employment, amount of foreign trade, possibilities

of substitutes and alternative sources of supply, and monetary and

fiscal policy. . . . Use of future price levels estimated after careful is

consideration of all the factors likely to influence them is more likely Cal
to result in adequate appraisals than use of current or historical

prices without regard for future trends.

The soundness of project formulation and justification analyses

depends in part on the accuracy of benefit and cost estimates. In gen-

eral it is preferable that estimates be on the conservative side and

have a reasonably high degree of certainty of realization. Future price

levels as estimates for evaluating benefits and costs should, there-

fore, be the expected average price levels which may reasonably be

expected to prevail. . . . They should reflect a degree of certainty

which may differ from that associated with estimates made for other pe

purposes, such as estimates of desirable price levels and other factors pr

intended as a guide to fiscal and monetary policies, or such as esti- PC

mates of economic goals which are to be sought but which may have th

less than average chance of realization." be

As a statement of quasi-moral principle, this may serve very co

well, but it begs the fundamental question of feasibility: whether el:

any estimate of the listed variables, over a project life of fifty

21. Id. at 18. (Emphasis added.)
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or a hundred years, can be said to have a "reasonably high degree
of certainty of realization." A generation ago, demographers were
forecasting a catastrophic fall in the population of the most "ad-
vanced" countries by the year 2000; nowadays they seem equally
sure that the "population explosion" after World War II will
continue. What justification can there be for supposing that current
projections may not be falsified as completely and as rapidly as the

In. previous ones have been? Again, Colin Clark published in 1942 a
of prophetic book entitled The Economics of 1960, which dealt with

many of the matters the Green Book rightly says are pertinent to
long-term project evaluation. Critical analysis undertaken when
1960 had arrived showed the forecasts to be widely out in the
majority of particulars. The critic, 2 2 with the advantage of hind-
sight, attributed this to defects in the "models" that had been used,
but he offered no evidence that, at the time, they were not as plaus-
ible as any others that might have been found. Mr. Clark's indis-
cretion, it would seem, lay not in choosing a particular technique
of prediction but in essaying the role of prophet at all. In the long
run we are all wrong.

Where the assumption of infallibility becomes most conspicuous
is in the handling of benefits forgone, or what are more often
called opportunity costs:

For the usual case, it is assumed that the goods and services used
for project purposes are diverted from uses in which the value of the
goods and services produced would be approximately equal to the
cost of the goods and services used. In such cases the cost, in terms of
market value, of the goods and services used is used as an adequate
measure of benefits forgone.2 3

This simply will not do. If it were true that the market embodied
perfect foresight-as well as perfect competition-then the market
price would indeed be a correct measure of the benefits to be ex-
pected from using the resources in any way whatsoever, including
the project under evaluation, and benefit-cost analysis would truly
be otiose. In the "usual case," however, markets are not perfectly

r ~ competitive; perfect foresight does not reside in them or anywhere
Ier else; prices reflect, inter alia, expectations liable to be falsified. In

22. K. C. Kogiku, The Economics of 1960 Revisited, 41 Rev. Econ. & Statistics 373
(1960).

23. Green Book 9.
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other words, a real market is simply a market; there is nothing spe- botl

cial about its mechanism that enables it to transcend the fallibility 5

of human opinions regarding the future.
This is so obvious that one almost apologizes for stating it. Yet

a tacit presumption to the contrary underlies not only the Green cra

Book discussion of benefit-cost analysis but many others as well. ma

As in the instance of maximizing of net benefits, the explanation on

appears to lie in a misapplication of economic theory. A purely con

logical formulation involving no appeal to the world of fact is

treated as an empirical law; the assumptions under which it holds Th

good, which may not have been fully set out, are lost sight of; and

the "law" becomes a prescription for economic behaviour. A corn- mt,
parable situation has been pointed out by Professor Peter Wiles in the

discussing the theory of imperfect competition: wa
pr(

[T]he facts were not seriously studied at all, and the generaliza- the

tions were based on singularly little empirical research and subjected Bo
to surprisingly little qualification. Surely social scientists could not

be presenting in these terms an important factual discovery. Nor

were they: the authors were really presenting a logical discovery.

But they were guilty of not making this point clear, even to them-

selves. The indicative mood has a fatal attraction: it is so much

easier to say 'the entrepreneur does' than 'if my premises hold the

entrepreneur would.'
How could so great a fault have been committed? Nearly all econ- th

omists commit it nearly all the time . . . . The persistent source of eai

this error is of course the confusion of normative and analytical with

descriptive economics. 24  in
th.

This epistemological pitfall is the more insidious because it

seemingly enables economists to have the best of both worlds. On

the one hand, their theoretical propositions, reached a priori, are

proof against any empirical confutation. As Ricardo put it,
ye,

It would be no answer to me to say that when men were ignorant of the u

best and cheapest mode of conducting their business and paying their S1

debts, because that is a question of fact not of science, and might be all

urged against almost every proposition in Political Economy.2 5  73.Fo
an

On the other hand, few have recognized that this argument cuts su

24. P. J. D. Wiles, Price, Cost, and Output 1-2 (2d ed. 1961).

25. Letters of Ricardo to Malthus 18 (Bonar ed. 1887), quoted in T. W. Hutchison,

The Significance and Basic Postulates of Economic Theory 121 n.6 (1938).
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both ways and hence estops any recommendations for action insofar

3 s they logically descend from "questions of science." The dis-

tinction between a priori propositions of this sort-which perhaps

would be better described as presuppositions2 -and empirical gen-

cralizations like Giffen's and Gresham's Laws has not always been

made clear, even by writers on economic methodology. To insist

on it is not to deny epistemological value to the former; on the

contrary, presuppositions are indispensable to reasoning, that is,

formulating meaningful questions, about economic phenomena.

Their function, however, is explanatory, not imperative.

One can scarcely blame the authors of the Green Book for falling

into error in such distinguished professional company. Moreover,

their recommendation about benefits forgone and market prices

was at any rate feasible, which is more than can be said for many

proposals of the kind. For instance, a panel of consultants advising

the Commissioner of Reclamation in 1952 objected to the Green

Book treatment as insufficiently general:

In a 'with and without' comparison, alternative uses are not neces-

sarily limited to uses of the identical resources, but rather any alterna-

tive uses made of any of the Nation's available resources, human,

physical, or financial.28

It would be difficult to impugn the logic of this statement; never-

theless, it is odd coming from people who had declared, a few pages

earlier" that secondary benefits are "so ramifying, involved, and

conjectural that the attempt to compute them as a national total,

in dollar terms . . . cannot be regarded as 'measurement.' " Surely

the pursuit of secondary benefits is no more a reductio ad absurdum
it

)n 26. R. G. Collingwood, An Essay on Metaphysics 21-33 (1940).

re 27. Cf. the statement by L. M. Fraser, Economic Thought and Language 51-54

(1937), and the conclusive confutation in Hutchison, op. cit. supra note 25, at 63.

The persistence of the confusion referred to is well illustrated in a recent contro-

versy between two leaders of the economic profession, Professors Samuelson and

Machlup, in which Machlup criticizes Samuelson for condemning theories that employ

unrealistic assumptions-"What Samuelson does here is to reject all theory'-and

Samuelson retorts that it is "a monstrous perversion of science to claim that a theory is

all the better for its shortcomings." (Emphasis by the authors.) 54 Am. Econ. Rev. 733,

739 (1964). The two sides are simply not using the term theory in the same sense.

For the one it means no more than an empirical generalization from observed facts,
and for the other it is an a priori construct with which to examine those facts. It is

surely time that economists made up their minds whether they were using maps or
spy-glasses.

28. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Report to the Commissioner: Secondary or In-

n, direct Benefits of Water-Use Projects 17 (1952) (mimeo.).
29. Id. at 3.
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of benefit-cost logic than the pursuit of oportuity costs ie me

may form an interesting academic speculation-s whe stte of

and Eckstein" demonstrate the possible effcts on the state of

Maine of a hypothetical development on the Willamette River in

Oregon-but neither is seriously to be contemplated as a regular

bureaucratic routine.
Thus, in the matter of benefits forgone, what is logically war-

ranted turns out to be manifestly impracticable; one can explore only

a handful out of an infinity of conceivable alternatives to any given pr

project. Conversely, what is practicable recourse to market valua- bc

tions-has no logical warrant but is merely a rule of thumb. Much in- p

deed can be said in favor of rules of thumb, but they ought not to be

disguised as science. It may, for instance, be convenient and not gross-

ly misleading for agencies assessing the benefits of low-flow regula-

tion on a stream to riparian cities using its waters for sewage

dilution, to count them as equivalent to the alternate cost of treat-

ment plant that would otherwise have to be provided. But this con-

vention involves an arbitrary assumption, namely that the benefit-cost

ratio of any and every such treatment plant may be taken as 1:1,

which is simply the "benefits forgone" formula turned inside out.

Moreover, the convention can be abused, as in the case where the

benefits of water supply from the Feather River project in California

were equated to the costs of supplying desalted sea water-"a meth-

od [that] permits justification of any project, so long as a worse one

can be found and declared to be the least costly alternative source.""

One might go on indefinitely uncovering assumptions of this sort in

the literature, no less than in agency practice. It is not their presence,

but the fact that they may be tacit, inconsistent, or ill-chosen, that

largely accounts for the confusion and disrepute into which benefit-

cost analysis has fallen, and which the Green Book and subsequent

glosses (including the latest Executive Order) 3' have conspicu-

ously failed to clear up.
It is, of course, impossible to say whether an approach that did

not eschew consideration of "present practices or current legal or

administrative limitations, " and that did admit the limitations of

economic theory, would have been feasible in 1946 (when the work

of the SubtCormittee on Benefits and Costs began), or whether it

would, having regard to political and administrative pressures, have

30. 3. V. Krutilla & 0. Ecksteinl, Multiple Purpose River Development 234-6+

(1958).
31. Hirshleifer et al., op. cit. supra note 12, at 350.

32. S. Doc. 97, op. cit. supra note 16.
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made much difference to decision-making in practice. As recent com-

mentators on the subject ruefully remark,

Until a greater public concern is manifested about natural resource

L t r programs, it is unlikely that any basic changes will be made in the in-

stitutional process by which projects are conceived, planned, authorized

and built.
.ir-

The implication, as almost always in such comments from the

profession, is that economics (not necessarily or solely in the form of

benefit-cost analysis) ought to play a larger, and politics a smaller,

il- part in that process. Often the claim is overt:

Perhaps we have not stressed strongly enough the implication of

i- economically efficient decisions for . . . long-term welfare . . . .

e 
~ Critics of economic analysis may have partially succeeded in creating

at. the impression that economic criteria for decision-making are abstruse

'On. theoretical postulates invented and circulated by academic professional

oSt economists, or at best, that economic analysis is suitable only for ap-

1 :1. plication to idealized situations that have little relation to the real

)ut' world.3 4

tile On the contrary, the same writers continue,
ni a
ctll The use of economic criteria of efficiency in resource investments

one will contribute to the wealth, living standards, and possibly even

survival of the nation.
t in
rice, Suppressing the impulse to cheer, one must instead observe that
that the claim is based on false pretenses, even though put forward else-

Wfit- where more modestly by the same authors:

icu- Economics alone cannot give us answers to policy problems; it can

show us how to attain efficiency and what the distributional conse-

did quences are of attaining efficiency in alternative possible ways, but

:1 or it does not tell us how to distribute the gain from increased effi-

So f ciency.35

ork
cr it If this statement were true, complaints that the criteria for decision-

have making were abstruse might indeed be thought beside the point; but,
-- of course, the statement over-simplifies to the point of falsity.

.' I t,4
33. Castle et al., supra note 15, at 704.
34. Hirshleifer et al., op. cit. supra note 12, at 358.
35. Id. at 37.
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Economics cannot show us how to do anything in the sense in which IV]
these words are commonly used; it is not a kind of intellectual cake- sh.
mix, complete with instructions for use. What economic theory does
is to provide a definition of efficiency that at best can only help
decision-makers to lessen avoidable errors about the future; whereas trois is certain that unavoidable errors, especially in the longer run, ofconstitute the majority. Moreover, as Wicksteed put it many years turago: "We are bound to act upon estimates of the future, and since irs
wise as well as foolish estimates may be falsified, the mere failure
of correspondence between the forecast and the event does not in rej

na
itself show that the forecast was an unwise one.""6  

prc
usiIV fin.-

THE INDISPENSABILITY OF POLICY PRESUPPOSITIONS prc

Neither Wicksteed's dictum nor the foregoing discussion of which corit embodies the essence must be taken as deprecating due diligence verin the making of benefit-cost analyses; but they may affect our con- eraception of what constitutes due diligence. In the first place, it will takbe evident that the notion of an accurate benefit-cost ratio-no mat- ectter how compiled-in the sense that it can be plausibly compared sento the actual performance of a project once adopted, is a chimera. genThe ratio is a measure of putative performance and no more. We estimay adopt it as a basis of comparison with other projects in the (cobelief that the prospect of error in all instances is broadly identical,
and that the project having the best ratio is therefore the best bet. ulaiBut since the prospect of error is nonetheless high we shall be ill- rep
advised to draw fine distinctions between projects solely on the basis exe;
of the ratio. The more high-flown talk about efficiency, coming from inst"sophisters, economists, and calculators," to use Edmund Burke's
terms, we shall discount as mere attempted intimidation, while treat-
ing their specific criticisms, once purged of any a priori taint, on to
their merits. (Not all is false that's taught in the Chicago School.) toWe shall reject, as unduly speculative, any examination of alternative ran
projects not having the same general purpose. We shall consider like- can
wise whether anything but what a congressional committee37 termed"expedient self-deception" is served by setting out hypothetical ects
benefits and costs for a project fifty years hence, and then reducing
them to negligible proportions in terms of "present worth" by the 3

36. P. H. Wicksteed, The Common Sense of Political Economy 121 (1910), cited op.by Hutchison, op. cit. supra note 25, at 89. Inal37. Hammond, op. cit. supra note 6, at 22. (196
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>pplication of a necessarily arbitrary rate of discount. 8 And we

ke. .lall consider whether it might not be better and simpler to exclude

Ocs the remoter future altogether from consideration.

Ices Furthermore, it must be recognized that many of the most con-

troversial questions surrounding benefit-cost analysis do not admit

of a single, "scientific" answer, and that the different answers re-

Ir s turned to them-errors in logic aside-depend on postulates which,

nceC insofar as they are neither axiomatic nor empirical, we can accept or

Lre reject as seems convenient. One such question is that of the approp-

riate rate of interest to be used in calculating the costs of government

projects over time. The official view has consistently been in favor of

using the average rate at which government can borrow, a purely

financial criterion." A number of writers40 have objected that this

procedure underestimates the true costs of public as compared with

private enterprise, because it allows neither for risk, nor for the

ich corporation profit tax and other taxes, elements that affect ad-

nce versely the rate at which private corporations can finance their op-

:01- erations. Hence public works are deemed efficient and are under-

will taken by government, though in the private sector the same proj-

nat- ects would be considered clearly inefficient. This, it is argued, repre-

red sents a misallocation of resources that would be prevented if a

genuinely "opportunity-cost" interest rate were used in evaluations;

We estimates of what this rate should be vary from 5 to 10 per cent

the (compared with customary rates of from 22 to 4 per cent).

ca1, Clearly it would be specious to argue that a dam built in a partic-

et. ular place to a particular set of specifications would prima facie

ill- represent a more efficient use of resources because the builder was

sl ',lexempt from taxation. The case for public versus private power, for
-1 Uinstance, must rest on wider considerations, such as the greater ease

' with which public power can serve multiple purposes. In benefit-

c 1t- cost analysis one must always compare like with like. But a proposal

A) to apply an arbitrary, "derived" interest-rate across the board

raises not only technical but policy questions. How much certainty

can there be about the "correct" rate? Do we really want to be

"neutral," as some authors suggest we should, between public proj-

ects and all private projects whatsoever, or are we prepared to

38. See, e.g., Hirshleifer et al., op. cit. supra note 12, ch. 7 passm.
the 39. Green Book 24; S. Doc. 97, op. cit. supra note 16, at 12.

40. E.g., Krutilla & Eckstein, op. cit. supra note 30, chs. 4 & 5; Hirshleifer et al.,

op. cit. supra note 12, at 144-51. Contrast the view of W. S. Gramm, Water Resource

Analysis: Private Investment Criteria and Social Priorities, 45 J. Farm Econ. 705

(1963).
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concede to public projects an element of public interest that would that u
give them preference? Does it make sense to talk of efficiency re- sociate
gardless of what is being produced? Are all desired objects to be where
regarded as free and equal in the sight of market valuation, which to prin
is indifferent between vice and virtue ?4 These are proper questions Ncvert
to be raised by economists, but not for them to settle. Economists from I,
may expound the "efficiency criterion," but not enforce it. (Once side th
again, it must be borne in mind that we are talking only of pre- by pol
sumptive efficiency.) lReclan

The inclusion of secondary or indirect benefits-those not at- Yet
tributable to project costs-in analysis is likewise a question of cost ai
policy. The latest Executive Order42 allows that "national secondary The G
benefits," net of their associated (non-project) costs, may be in- marke
cluded in the benefit-cost ratio. This is an anomalous practice, inas- large r
much as it excludes secondary costs from the denominator of the
ratio and hence gratuitously improves it: secondary benefits thus be-
come more desirable than primary benefits with comparable as- del

sociated costs. It indeed constitutes a standing invitation to agencies re

to search for secondary benefits. One may interpret the ruling as be
primarily an acknowledgment of the needs of the Bureau of Recla- as
mation. It has been sharply criticized for "its failure to deal in more
detail with this complex theoretical and empirical problem [second- If
ary benefits]" ;43 but it is doubtful whether extra detail would not seems
have been of the Gilbertian kind, "intended to give verisimilitude part o
to an otherwise bald and unconvincing narrative." There is nothing practic
inherently difficult about the idea of secondary benefits; it is their face d

vagueness, limitlessness, and insusceptibility to plausible estimation the pr
that makes them objectionable. The possibility of national secondary tional

benefits can scarcely be denied; the argument used by some writers,44  attend
condUl

41. In Peacock's novel, Crotchet Castle, published in 1831, the point at issue is put the fo
with characteristic force: prises

The Rev. Dr. Folliott:. "The moment you admit one class of things, with-

out any reference to what they respectively cost, is better worth having than case c

another; that a smaller commercial value, with one mode of distribution, Sub-C
is better than a greater commercial value, with another mode of distribution; ment
the whole of that curious fabric of postulates and dogmas, which you call
the science of political economy, and which I call politicoe oeconomiae in- that si
scientia, tumbles to pieces.' is pat

Cf. F. H. Ayres, The Theory of Economic Progress 226 (2d ed. 1962). mini-n
42. S. Doc. 97, op. cit. supra note 16, at 8.
43. Castle et al., supra note 15, at 697.
44. E.g., S. V. Ciriacy-Wantrup, Benefit-Cost Analysis and Public Resource De- 46.

velopment, 37 J. Farm Econ. 676, 685-86 (1955).
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that under conditions of full employment secondary benefits as-
rc. sociatcd with a project would be cancelled by adverse effects else-
be w-hcre in the economy, seems purely a priori and applicable as well

Ich to primary benefits. (Full employment is seldom that full, anyway.)
on s Nevertheless, the pursuit of national secondary benefits-as distinct
ists from local benefits more readily identified, if not assessed-lies out-

nce side the realm of realistic economic analysis and can be justified only
r by political necessity. (It is not argued here that the Bureau of

Reclamation should be abolished in the name of welfare economics.)
at- Yet another policy question requiring resolution before benefit-
of cost analysis is undertaken, is that of the appropriate viewpoint.

lary The Green Book recognizes that the choice of viewpoint might have
in. marked influence on the results of analysis, but not that it must be in

nas- large measure arbitrary:
the

s be- The adequacy of results obtainable in project formulation . . .

as- depends on how completely a comprehensive public viewpoint can be
realized; that is how completely all effects on individuals and society

icles as a whole can be traced . . . . [I]t is essential that consideration
g as be given to all effects of a project and that such effects be evaluated
ecla- as completely as possible and on the same basis.4 5

more
:ond- If one is recommending recourse to benefit-cost analysis, this
i not seems an odd way to go about it; even in retrospect only a small
itude part of the consequences of any human decision can be traced. The
thing practical problem which the Green Book is not alone in declining to
their face directly is to what lengths it is desirable and feasible to carry
ation the process of estimation and forecast. Clearly, analysis from a na-
adary tional standpoint, besides being more speculative than that which
:ers,' attends solely to local benefits, is more laborious and expensive to

conduct; and the question therefore arises whether evaluation of
is put the former sort should not be confined to large-scale public enter-

th- prises, the national impact of which may be judged self-evident. The
an Case of Belhaven Harbor, North Carolina, where (as the House

on, Sub-Committee to Study Civil Works tartly noted") an improve-
on; ment scheme to cost $13,500 for engineering absorbed nearly half

call that sum in surveys and the calculation of various benefit-cost ratios,
is patently something to be avoided. It can only be avoided if a
minimum figure of proposed expenditure be set, below which elab-

rce De- 45. Green Book 6.
46. H ammond, op. cit. supra note 6, at 10.
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orate benefit-cost surveys from a national point of view are ruled portuni
out. The latest Executive Order17 is clearly correct in principle when probler
it prescribes the compilation of a separate benefit-cost ratio for local as they
secondary benefits. It was always a fallacy to suppose that only one In if
"correct" benefit-cost ratio was possible; everything depends on the recreat
point of view. What is needed is not endless academic speculation can, of
on what constitutes a national benefit, as distinct from a regional sion ch
or local benefit, but an unequivocal set of assumptions that will en- were d
able decisions to proceed and which, after all, can be amended if they benefit
prove inconvenient. Thus, to revert to an example already given, in favo
it is not merely permissible but obligatory to presume that the work ting re
of the Bureau of Reclamation constitutes per se a national benefit, But he
because Congress has in effect so decided. (As Collingwood 48 says, propri:
the logical efficacy of a supposition does not depend on its truth but plied b
only on its being supposed.) The prescription of such assumptions or a k
is clearly a matter for political decision, albeit with economic advice. compat

Perhaps the extreme instance of resort to convention in benefit- seems
cost analysis is the treatment of "intangible" benefits, such as those logicall
the Green Book includes under the heading "Recreation, Fish, and This
Wildlife." The attempt to put a market value on these has evoked yieldin
much ingenuity, but also much opposition, some of it from com- cost an
mentators neither hostile to government enterprise nor averse to the not soi
use of imaginary ("derived") data. One of the recognized pitfalls to reg:

to be avoided is what may be called the "gross-for-net" fallacy; for sumpti
instance, measuring the benefit conferred by a project in terms of marily
the expenditure of sport fishermen on equipment, board and lodg- end. C

ing, and travel.49 The difficulties of definition and classification, vestnmc

which any attempt to quantify this type of benefit presupposes to inevita

have been resolved, appear to have been passed over by most writers. signed
Looked at from one point of view, expenditure by persons bent on educat

recreation might be regarded as a gross secondary benefit to those merely
catering to their needs (cf. the Bureau of Reclamation's cinema is a m

attendances) ; from another, that of those incurring the expenditure, that tl

it is a secondary cost productive of an uncertain, subjective net bene- sufficie

fit (What are we to say of a fisherman who "has a bad day?"). The matic

issue of choice between these-and possibly other-legitimate ways
of regarding such expenditures seems bound to be arbitrarily de-
cided; doubtless opinions will differ whether the provision of op- Till

47. S. Doc. 97, op. cit. supra note 16, at 6. It i!
48. Collingwood, op. cit. supra note 26, at 28. benefit
49. See, e.g., 0. Eckstein, Water Resource Development: The Economics of Project

Evaluation 41 (1959).
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,rtunity for spending can be properly defined as a "benefit." The

problem arises in principle with all secondary benefits, presupposing

.%, they do no direct investment and hence no return thereon.

In instances where direct expenditure on providing facilities for

recreation is contemplated as part of a "multipurpose" project, one

can, of course, postulate a benefit equal to the net yield of an admis-

sion charge to the facilities in question. If, as a matter of policy, it

werc decided not to levy an admission charge, one might say that a

benefit of that magnitude had been forgone by the public as investor

in favor of that section of the public enjoying the facility, thus put-

ting recreation on the same footing as public schools or libraries.

But here again an arbitrary element enters in: whether the ap-

propriate hypothetical admission charge would be that which, multi-

plied by the number of users, would yield the largest gross income,

or a lesser figure designed to promote the maximum attendances

compatible with covering administrative costs. In other words, it

scerns that the result of any analysis would be inseparable from

logically precedent questions of policy.
This is not all. The artificiality of regarding any expenditure not

yielding tangible returns as investment for the purposes of benefit-

cost analysis is so patent that one inevitably asks whether there is

not some different way of treating it. It would seem more natural

to regard recreation facilities as a form of collective durable con-

sumption goods, like statues of public men, which are valued pri-

marily for their own sake and not as a means toward some economic

end. Consumption is neither less nor more virtuous per se than in-

vestment; and it seems mere casuistry to go through elaborate and

inevitably inconclusive calculations to show that something not de-

signed as an investment in fact is one. (That there is a sense in which

education, say, can be regarded as an investment is not denied, but
merely the fruitfulness of doing so in this particular context.) This

is a matter on which opinions may differ; however, the very fact

that the line between consumption and investment is indefinite is

sufficient for the present purpose to underline the arbitrary, dog-

matic character of current analytical practices.

V

THE INHERENT LIMITATIONS OF BENEFIT-COST PROCEDURES

It is matter for reflection that the huge speculative structure of
benefit-cost analysis should have grown unchecked in the years since
World War II, despite the manifest discontent of many with its
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results. There seems to have been a dialectical process at work, in catior
which the growth of the federal government's economic power and is stu,
influence has been matched by that of the already endemic suspicion Eisen
of politicians and bureaucrats, and both have operated to exalt a sup-
posedly scientific approach to decision-making. Some economists b
have promoted benefit-cost analysis as a device to defeat the machi- b
nations of what Adam Smith called "that insidious and crafty animal
vulgarly called the statesman or politician." Some administrators Ci

have seen in it a way not only of assisting decision, but to buttress le m
decision against critical assault. (It has more value in this regard in
the United States than it would in a country like the United King-
dom, where the doctrine of ministerial responsibility protects civil b(
servants from individual criticism.) There has been singular reluct- P'
ance to inquire whether the analysis can, even in theory, do all that t
has been claimed for it. Thus the Second Hoover Commission Task og(t
Force on Water Resources and Power, after writing that the benefit-
cost ratio

b;
has attempted to serve as a means by which projects, which involve tc
in their selection a high degree of humanitarian considerations, both
social and political, can be assessed on an economic or monetary He
level, and this objective has not been realized,50  term

law:

went on to say:

This does not mean that there is anything wrong with economic
evaluation . . . . It would be as reasonable to say that the principles t(

of arithmetic are incorrect because some people fail to get right an- q

swers. . . . The trouble is not with economics, but with those who This
make economic evaluations . . . .5 Peter

The analogy breaks down at first blush. If the principles of
economics were comparable with those of arithmetic, errors in apply- rr
ing the first would be as readily detected as those in the second. In e

fact, there are no "right answers" in economics in the sense that i

there are in arithmetic. -
For this very reason, some have sought to deny to economics the 0

title of science. "A scientific law," says the biologist Lancelot Hog- e!

ben,5 2 "embodies a recipe for doing something, and its final validifi- 53.
54.

50. Comm'n on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government, Report 55.

of the Task Force on Water and Power, vol. 2, p. 630 (1955). 56.
51. Id. at 790-91. 57.
52. L. Hogben, The Retreat From Reason 7 (1937). (1958)
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!;On rests in the domain of action." By contrast, "economics, as it

.Tudicd in our universities, is the astrology of the machine age."
V cw hcre Hogbcn has written:

Readers who lack intellectual self-confidence may be trapped into

believing that . . . [the] exercises in draughtsmanship displayed in

bkoks on economics record the results of real measurements, as do

curves in books on physics or biology. 53

1 Ic iight have cited Veblen in support:5

rhe current marginal-utility diagrams are not much use . . .
because the angle of the tangent with the axis of ordinates, at any
point, is largely a matter of the draftsman's taste. The abscissa and
the ordinate do not measure commensurable units.

I logben concludes:

[A] subject which admits to the dignity of law statements solely
based on logical manipulations of verbal assertions forfeits any right
to be called a science.55

I lutchison would presumably agree, for he wished to reserve the

term economic law for empirical generalizations, such as Gresham's
law:

It is such laws as these that it is the central object of science to
discover. This is something more than the mere suggestion of a
terminological change. It implies a fundamental alteration in the
quaesita and methods of Economics."

This, however, is going too far in the direction of positivism. As
Peter Winch has remarked in another context,

Empiricists . . . systematically underemphasize the extent of what
may be said a priori: for them all statements about reality must be
empirical or they are unfounded. . . . But if the integrity of science
is endangered by the overestimation of the a priori . . . it is no less
true that philosophy is crippled by its underestimation: by mistaking

c conceptual enquiries into what it makes sense to say for empirical
enquiries which must wait upon experience for their solution.57

53. l Hogben, Dangerous Thoughts 86 (1940).
S4. veblen, op. cit. supra note 14, at 212 n.29.
55. Ilogben, op. cit. supra note 52.
56. Hutchison, op. cit. supra note 25, at 64.
57. P. Winch, The Idea of a Social Science and Its Relation to Philosophy 15-16

(1953).
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What is objectionable, then, is not economists' recourse to the a be exp

priori, but their persistent confusion between it and the empirical; in sui

their habit of dwelling in an epistemological limbo of their own con- ductin

triving. To say this is to call upon them to recognize that their

discipline has more in common with philosophy than it has with

natural science. Hence there is only superficial likeness between the

findings of benefit-cost analysis and, say, an engineer's calculation of Ber

the safe load a bridge will carry. As Keynes puts it, of ass
cessar

[H]uman decisions affecting the future, whether personal, politi- admir

cal, or economic, cannot depend on strict mathematical expectation,

since the basis for making such calculations does not exist. . . . to ce

[I]t is our innate urge to activity which makes the wheels go round, to tI

our rational selves choosing between the alternatives as best we are and q

able, calculating where we can, but often falling back for our motive ans
on whim or sentiment or chance.58  presprCS Si

To sum up: the Green'Book embodied, and its latest recension duni

perpetuates, grandiose notions of the reliability and useful scope of ras i

benefit-cost analysis that are warranted neither by logic nor experi- recoi

ence. Criticism of federal policy in the field of resource use has the it

likewise concentrated on supposed abuses of the technique rather thmp

than its inherent limitations. Such an approach can engender nothing proce
but the continuance of disillusion. Not merely is benefit-cost analysis, (Sen

conducted with ever so much refinement and sophistication, unable se

to replace judgement in the making of decisions, but it depends at state

every point on judgement in the choice of assumptions. It is the Ti

creature of policy, and to treat it as a determinant of policy is to

argue in a circle. Many critics of current benefit-cost procedures- appe

for example, those who advocate the use of imaginary "opportunity anaIb

cost" interest rates-are really putting forward policy proposals in opcr

the guise of changes in analytical technique. It cannot be too strongly requ

emphasized that these are not justifiable in terms of economic univ

theory," however much may be said for them on other grounds; they mni
rest ultimately on a view of government that government can hardly be n

58. J. M. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money 163 hydi

(1936), cited by Hutchison, op. cit. supra note 25, at 186. tro
59. Hutchison demonstrates this truth neatly and conclusively. Id., especially app.

"Some Postulates of Economic Liberalism."
Mrs. Robinson puts it more sharply: 70

The argument that public investment, however beneficial, must be less eligible refer,

from a national point of view than any private investment, merely because it rifer

is public, has no logical basis; it is just a hang-over from laissez-faire ideology. cit. it

Robinson, Economic Philosophy 134 (1962). 61
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xx cpected to share. It is not the business of this essay to take sides

, such controversies, but merely to indicate the advantage of con-

.ictifig them on the appropriate-the political-plane.

CONCLUSION

Benefit-cost analysis as at present practiced is a veritable jungle

o f assumptions, postulates and formulae, of entities multiplying in-

ccssantly and without limit in the name of economic efficiency, while

administrative efficiency is left out of account. Occam's razor,

wielded by the robust common sense of a Samuel Johnson, is needed

to clear a way through it. This situation may be attributed partly

to the endemic confusion in economics between questions of fact

arnd questions of logic, partly to the failure of those affected, politi-

cians and administrators, to discern this confusion behind the im-

pressive facade that benefit-cost practitioners have been building
during the last twenty years. It was indeed perceived that the facade

was incomplete without policy pronouncements and administrative

p reconnendations which might from time to time need renovation,

-but it was not perceived that these constituted an integral part of

.iths the whole building, without which the facade was no more than a
complex optical illusion. Only thus can one account for the leisurely
process by which the comprehensive policy statement of May, 1962

(Senate Document 97), came into being, for the character of the

[nibia statement itself, and for the encomiums that have been passed on
is at it in some of the highest quarters.60

.~ die The changes in policy represented by the statement-which do not
is to appear, incidentally, to amount to a great deal-have been ably

res-~ analyzed elsewhere."' They concern the present discussion only
insofar as they seem likely to bring about changes in the modus

operandi of resource evaluation, and on this score there is little that

nony re(luires notice. The enunciation of objectives may well command

nm theyuniversal assent inasmuch as it studiously avoids definition, com-
mends reasoned choice, and seeks the well-being of all. Water is to

airdly be "adequate" in supply and "suitable" in quality, navigation and

cy 13 hydroelectric power are to be provided where "needed," flood con-

Y atrol measures taken where "justified," etc. Planning policies and

60. A chronology of the changes leading up to the publication of Senate Document

114C 97 will be found in Castle et al., supra note 15, at 704. It should be supplemented by

rC it reference to Senator Clinton P. Anderson's statement of May 17, 1962, S. Doc. 97, op.

ct. Jupra note 16, at iii.
61. Castle et al., supra note 15, at 693-704.
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procedures are to be "comprehensive" and to consider "all view- ently tak

points-national, regional, state, and local"; planning is to be "co- accept t
ordinated" within the federal government and "carried out in close quarters

co-operation" with non-federal agencies; existing law and executive lencli

orders are to be complied with. All this is like the language of diplo- tool, an(

matic communiqu 6s to the press-ritual affirmation deprived of to its fui

substance by the inevitability of its content, in which it would be that i k

idle to seek a guide to conduct. (Anyone who doubts this is invited of bcnef

to substitute their opposites for any of the words in quotation dccision

marks.) kind of

The remainder of Senate Document 97, "Standards for Formula- p)p)e r,

tion and Evaluation of Plans," likewise affords little suggestion of is relev;

fundamental change compared with the Green Book, of which it is dininisl

essentially an up-to-date summary. There are some differences in bear soi

emphasis, but only time can show whether these are significant or be desir

even deliberate. Thus the role of benefit-cost analysis in ranking would b

projects in order of merit has disappeared from mention, and the giwcn p

treatment of secondary benefits, as noted earlier, is a shade more forwarc

realistic. On the other hand, the maximum period of analysis may still with thI

be as high as one hundred years; the fallacious procedure of at- it suffici

tempting to maximize net benefits in individual isolated cases is re- caliber

tained; recourse to simulated prices is endorsed without question, gucssin

and the practical, but arbitrary and inconsistent, "alternate cost" Can th

method of estimating benefits continues to win favor. If on balance without

there may seem to have been a de-emphasis of economic efficiency as able du

an objective, this does not appear to reflect a new and healthy skepti- entities

cism about the ability of economic analysis to attain efficiency, but the rig

merely a wish to take other considerations than efficiency into ac- Que!

count; it indicates a value judgement rather than a technical one. admini

It is difficult to say whether Senate Document 97 displays a conspic

greater awareness of administrative possibilities and limitations than they ar

did its predecessor. The use of such phrases as "appropriate detail," for ecc

"all pertinent benefits and costs," and the recommendation that is appl

analyses should be "as extensive and intensive as is appropriate to be pur

the scope of the project being planned" may represent something imiplicr

more than an obeisance in the direction of the practicable. But, here says,

as elsewhere in the document, no definitions are vouchsafed, much The at

less any systematic consideration of the most expeditious and eco- from

nomical way of handling the business of decision. What economists ing sh<

would be the first to deny in any other context, that the maximum i-

recourse to benefit-cost analysis represents the optimum, is appar- 62.
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iinly taken as axiomatic. This seems indefensible even were one to

bc O .- cpt the claims made for the analysis in certain professional

ut vC Benefit-cost analysis made its first appearance as an administrative

f diplo- t"l, and as such it ought to be judged. A good tool is one adapted
vcd of t, its function. It was the great Dean Swift who noted, for instance,

01t1d be hait a knife for cutting paper must not be too sharp. The function

invited (f benefit-cost analysis may be defined as "guesswork with a view to

iotation &cision," and one might add that it has a ritual aspect as well. The

kind of question that at once arises, as was indicated earlier in this

ormula- s; per, is one of scale and proportion. How much speculative detail

stion of ii relevant to a decision on any given project? At what point do

hich d!iminishing returns set in? Ought not the expenditure on analysis to
-ences in 1,car some ratio to the expected cost of the project? Would it not

icant or be desirable to fix a lower limit of project cost, below which analysis
ranking would be curtailed or even eliminated? How many alternatives to any
and the ien project is it desirable or practicable to explore? How far

tde more i,1rward in point of time is it profitable to look? Closely connected
may still with these are another set of questions about the process itself. Is
re of at- it sufliciently expeditious? Does it require a professional staff of high
Ises is re- cAliber in large numbers, and are these people available? Is a refined
question, L:twssing game the best use of their talents in the national interest?

iate cost" (>n the processes be limited and simplified into routine operations
n balance %'ithiout a substantial loss of forecasting decision? How much avoid-
hciency as .ble duplication of work is there between federal, state, and local

thy skepti- cntities? In sum, is the country getting the right kind of analysis, in
:iency, but the right amounts, at the right time and place?
-y into ac- Questions like these can be answered only by those well-versed in
ical o--. ,hIinistration; which may explain, though it hardly excuses, their
disp. a %Mnspicuous absence from the benefit-cost literature. But, of course,

ations than Kcy are not purely administrative questions; they have implications
ate detail," 1,r economic theory, inasmuch as one can only apply a theory that
lation that ! .pplicable. One indispensable condition of such a theory is that it
ropriate to PC purged of what Professor Hutchison has called "the ubiquitous
something !nplication of the assumption of perfect expectation," which, as he

.But, here 's, "assumes most or all economic problems out of existence.
afed, much TLe attempt to establish rules of economic conduct, as distinguished

us and eco- ;rom asking questions of experience, by the light of a priori reason-
economists .should cease. Benefit-cost analysis should be recognized for what

ie maximum
in, is appar- Q. 11titchison, op. cit. supra note 25, at 162, 179.
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it is-a useful way of roughly assessing the promise of a particular

project, or comparing various ways of carrying out a project-and

not taken for what it is not, nor can never be-a precision tool for

attaining general economic efficiency. Speculative calculations of

wide scope, concerning such concepts as "social costs" and "general

economic welfare," are inherently inconclusive and in any case have

no place in day-to-day decisions. "Intangibles," as Senate Document

97 commendably lays down, should be left to "informed judgement."

That phrase goes to the root of the matter. In the last analysis,

the responsibility for decision must not, because it properly cannot,

be shifted from the administrator dealing with the individual case to

a departmental economist operating a prescribed formula. In a

country where mistrust of government is rife, the temptation to

substitute supposedly impersonal calculation for personal, respon-

sible decision and to rely on the expert rather than size up the

situation by oneself, cannot but be exceedingly strong; in a country

where experts abound, there will always be plenty who will advocate

that course. This essay will have served its purpose if it does some-

thing to redress the balance, if it encourages contumacious and

skeptical tendencies in decision-makers confronted with economico-

analytical findings. One must never forget that though pure econom-

ics is a matter of logic, applied economics is a matter of informed

common sense.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

INCOMING CABLE
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OF CABLE: UP 2 1 , 1$66 ii16

LOG NO. : .13 - fl 22 ACTION CoPY: 1JCTS 342

TO: ALIWIRMU I5A13AU INFOIMATION
COPY:

FROM: mism DECODED BY:
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CRAW1D NATiv

-- ------- ------------- -------------- ---- - ------------- --

FOR INFORMATION REGARDING CABLES, PLEASE CALL THE COMMUNICATIONS UNIT EXT. 2021
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September 12, 1966

Dear Sir John,

I am looking forward to seeing you at the
Annual Meeting and I have arranged for you to have
office accommodation at the Sheraton Park Hotel,
which is the Annual Meeting headquarters. I will
be arranging conferences with you on matters that
will interest you most.

In addition, I have arranged for a luncheon
in honor of you, Lord Hinton and Mr. Roger Butter
on Tuesday, September 27, at the Shoreham Hotel
(Board Room). I hope you will be free on that
date, and I would appreciate your confirmation
as to whether this is agreeable to you.

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

(signed) S. Aldewereld
S. Aldewereld
Vice President

Sir John Crawford
32 Melbourne Avenue
Deakin, A.C.T.
Australia

SAldewereld:mc
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SIR JOh s RAWFORD 3PMMM 7, 1966

NATURIT
LT

CANBER1A

AUSTALIA

HERE qEZLWING TPR Pli"RZT AND SOD L4S AkD

AWWT 29' TEa TO BDPPER STOP Vi 1OMM 'ONMTM FIELD

WOM APAISAL ESSIO E&RLY NXOl@i AND RXTM WASMIMTOR

TO WRITX REPORT AIKDO AT 00WITIOR UD (% ZMM -,:* FARY

JANUARY STOP THIS S&- L NSULD ?U)MIT YOU STAY INDIA

TILL MID-moviml io M RY STOP WOULD Liu YO

StMSZQMlTI.M BE I WASHIMmiOl 0MNNTIJG YOUOR RUCHT AID

JOINING Xg IN ,R'L SUMANCE IVElAL RPORT STOP THIS

WOLD MA NOYIME AND AS =H DECEIRER Alt) JANIRY AS

POSIBLE FOR YOU NUT IATTER MAkL NOVEM1EW AND EARLY

DICEfM mi PABLY WiXT IMOTANT STOP AS ALDM4RL CAWIE

DIDICATES W1 WOULD LM YOU WiE WCH AS POSSIBL UTIRE

?3tMIOX TILL APRIL ON VARIUS RKT7US INCLUDR INDIA

OPRATIM BUT iEJ0GNI TIS RkY W? K POSSISL FOR

You RNGAMS

BELL

BBell:pw

cc: Mr. Aldewereld



Form No. 27
(7-61)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO; SIR JOHN CRAWFORD DATE: SEPTEMBER 6, 1966
32 MELBOURNE AVENUE
DEAKIN, A.C.T. CLASS OF

SERVICE: LT

COUNTRY: AUSTRALIA

TEXT;
Cable No.:

PLEASED YOU CAN COME FOR WEEK ANNUAL MEETING BUT REITERATE

THAT YOU SHOULD FEEL FREE DECIDE THIS IN LIGHT INDIA MISSION

REQUIREMENTS AND YOUR OTHER COMMITMENTS STOP BELL CABLING

SEPARATELY STOP AM ALSO PLANNING YOUR WORKING WITH US

WASHINGTON AS MUCH OF NOVEMBER APRIL PERIOD AS YOU CAN

SPARE WITH FIRST PART OF THAT TIME ON INDIA APPRAISAL

MISSION REPORT AND BALANCE ON OTHER MATTERS REGARDS

ALDEWERELD

INTBAFRAD

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME S. Aldewereld
cc:r Mr. Bell

DEPT. Vice President and Projects

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

BBell/SAldewerelde- For Use by Archives Division

ORIGINAL (File Copy)

(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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FORM No. 26 X5l-
(6.65)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

INCOMING CABLE

DATE AND TIME R 0 U T I N G
OF CABLE: SEPEM|R 2, 1966 1024

LOG NO.: RC 10 - SEPT. 5 ACTION CODPY: PROJECTS - 342

'TO: ALDENERELD I 3AFRAD INFOPMATION
COPY:

FROM: CABERRWA DECDDED BY:

TEXT:

AS UNCERTAIN YOUR REFERENCE VISIT WASHINGTON LATER THIS YEAR WILL COME

FOR ONE WEEK ARRIVING TWA FLIGHT 064 Ex SAN FRANCISCO 9-15 AM

SUNDAY 25TH. VERY MUCH HOPE BELL CAN SPARE A FULL HALF DAY BRIEF ME ON

INDIAN SITUATION. REARD

CRAWFORD NATUNIV

MR. ALDEWERELD TELEPHONED DURING WEEm

FOR INFORMATION REGARDING CABLES, PLEASE CALL THE CMM=UNICATIlNS UNIT EXT. 2021

ORIGINAL
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Form No. 27
(7-61)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: SIR JOHN CRAWFORD DATE: SEPTEMBER 1, 1966
32 MELBOURNE AVENUE
DEAKIN A.C.T. CLASS OF

SERVICE: LT

COUNTRY: AUSTRALIA

TEXT.
Cable No.:

THANKS URCABLE ONE WEEK IN WASHINGTON 25TH TO 1ST WOULD BE

OF VALUE SINCE THIS COINCIDES WITH ANNUAL MEETING STOP

HOWEVER SINCE I UNDERSTAND YOU PLAN SPEND CONSIDERABLE TIME

HERE LATER IN THE YEAR YOUR ATTENDANCE ANNUAL MEETING NOT

REPEAT NOT INDISPENSABLE STOP LEAVE DECISION THEREFORE

ENTIRELY TO YOU STOP PLEASE CABLE

ALDEWERELD

INTBAFRAD

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME S. Aldewere1d

DEPT. Vice President and Projects

SIGNATURE
(S IG N AT4--lV ID U AL A UI1t4QR ZED T o APPROV E)

SAldewereld:mc For Use by Archives Division

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See. Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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August 23, 1966

Sir John Crawford
32 Melbourne Avenue
Deakin. A.C.T.

Dear Sir John,

I have read your letter of August 16 to
Bernie Bell, and I see that you prefer not to come to
Washington during the Annual Meeting. Since your
proposed visit to India in late October and your
other commitments make a trip to Washington at that
time inconvenient, I would not insist you come -
although I would have liked you to be here. Please
let me know what you decide.

T also note from your letter that you would
have time available to spend in Washington during the
months of February and March of next year. This is
very welcome information. I would like you to feel
free to spend as much time as you wish here, because
there are many questions which I would like to discuss
with you and many problems on which I would like you
to focus your attention. Therefore, please be kind
enough to let me know how much time you will have
available to spend in Washington.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

(signed) S. Aldewereld
S. Aldewereld
Vice President

cc: Mr. B. Bell

SAldewereld:mc



THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL SITY
9 L BOX 4, P.O., CANBERR A-AC.T.

TELEPHONE: 49-5111

TELEGRAMS AND CABLES:

"NATUNIV" CANBERRA

32 Melbourne Avenue,
DEAKIN, A.C.T.

11th July, 1966

Dear Mr. Katz,

Many thanks for sending me the
Economic Report on India. While I
had begun to wonder what was happening,
I had been quite happy to leave my
interests in your hands.

Having glanced at the report, I
remain well satisfied.

Good wishes,

Yours sincerely,

(J.G. Crawford

Mr. S.S. Katz,
International Bank for
Reconstruction & Development,

1818 H Street, N.W.,
WASHINGTCN, D.C. 20433. U.5.A.



AEROGRAMME
be afxed

BY AIR MAIL * PAR AVION

Mr. S.S. Katz
International Bank for
Reconstruction & Developmnent,

1818 H Street, N.W.,
O ZB A SE c WASH INGTON, D.C.. 20433,IU.S. A.

Approved by Postmaster-Genoral
for acceptance as Aerogramme No. 2 (COUNTRY OF DESTINATION)

"ARCHER" AEROGRAMME SECOND FOLD HERE

J= Rbgd. Trade M.Ak

- -t SENDEWS NAME AND ADDRESS.
- Director,

Research School of Pacific Studies,

TAE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY,

BOX 4, P.O.,

CANBERRA, A.C.T.,

AUSTRALIA

IF ANYTHING IS ENCLOSED OR ANY TAPE OR STICKER ATTACHED, THIS FORM
MUST BEAR POSTAGE AT THE RATE FOR AIR MAIL LETTERS.
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March 3, 1966

Sir John Crawford
32 Melbourne Avenue
Deakin, Canberra
Australia

Dear Sir John,

On my return to the office this week after my mission
in the Far East I have read with1 interest the memorandum which
you prepared dated February 18 entitled "Some General Notes for
Thinking and Discussion," which refer mainly to problems affecting
the Agriculture Division. I was sorry that I was unable to be in
Washington dring your visit but have been very happy to learn
from 'r. "vans and others that your visit was found to be valuable
ard much appreciatnd here.

I understand that you had an oprortunity of discussing
with Mr. Lvnns the points made in your memorandum of February 18,
and also the supnlementary notes on the "A)/IBRD C-.operative Pro-
gram which you dictated on February 23. N

s you hi-ve ri: htly pointed out, the increasing agri.-
cultural workload certainly poses important problems of staffing
and organization, both for the Bank ?nd for the FAO. While
recruiting for the Agriculture Division has been satisfactory
recently the problem of assimilating new staff is a very real one
and further changes in organization of the Agriculture Division
are contemplated, as Mr. Evans explaine" to you.

The comments which you made on the Agriculture Divisionts
appraisal reports were found particularly helpful. I was, for
instance, interested to learn that you had suggested the need to
give more explanation of the basis on which certain assumptions,
e.g. crop yields and price forecasts, are made. I wili see that
attention is paid to this in future.

With regard to the Cooperative Agreement between the Bank
and FAO, I am, as you know, going to Rome in the middle of March
for discussions with Dr. Sen and his associates. Although the
Cooperative Program has gone fairly well notwithstanding some
difficulties, we propose to discuss ways in which procedures can
be improved.



Sir John Crawford - 2 - March 3, 1966

1 understand that we will have the opportunity of a
second visit from you later in the year, perhaps about August
or September. I expect to be in Washington at that time and
I look forward to seeing you.

Let me say again to you how grateful I am for your
real contribution and I am looking forward to a continued
pleasant relationship.

With warmest regards,

Sincerely yurs,

A, Alddwerei4

S. Aldewereld
Vice President

LJC~vans/SAldewereld 2c

cc: Mr. Evans

P.S. I am sure that you have been informed that the Bank'i
Travel Office has made the necessary arrangements for
your trip to Now Delhi,



January 28, 1966

Mr. C. Hartley Grattan
702 Spofford Street
Austin, Texas 78704

Dear Mr. GrattAn,

I an replying to your letter addressed to the Director of

Administration concerning the visit of Sir John Crawford to

Washington.

Sir John will arrive in Washington this week and and will

be in the Bank on Monday morning, January 31. At that time he

will be given the note you have addressed to him. I trust that

he will be in touch with you to let you know how long he intends

to remain in the United States and what his itinerary will be.

We expect that Sir John will be at Bank headquarters a month.

Sincerely yours,

J. Jr.
Depaty Dire - of Administration

JET:ian

cc General Files with incoming covering letter.
The note addressed to Sir John sent to Mr. Evans.
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702 Spofford Street,
Austin, Texas, 78 704
January 25, 1966

Gentlemenm

I have an airmail from my good friend Sir John Crawford of

the Australian National University in which he remarks that he

is to make a trip to Washington on Bank business but is unspecifie

as to when the visit is to be made because "I won't be able to stop

off in Austin." As it happens I shall be in Washington on

March 3rd and 4th and therd is thus just a chance that I might

see Sir John at that time. So, I am going to ask you to hand

the enclosed note to Sir John when he turns up to attend to his

business, at the Bank---the business, I think, has to, do with the

food problem of India.

If you ascertain that Sir John is to make his visit and return

home long before the early days of March, I should appreciate

being supplied with the approximate dates of his arrival and

departure.

Yours sincer 1y,

C. Hartle rattan.

/ 'C
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January 7, 1966

U1r John Criwford
32 1,lbourne Aveaus
Deakin, Caabearra, Australia

Dear Sir Johns

This is a further reply to your letter of Dooomber 14 and I
aOsiwovedg alw reesipt af your letters and notes dated Dermber 2,
23, 24 wAd 29th covering your commata en the following reports
Paragui Livestock, Cota Rica Agricultural redit, Aoxican lrri6ation,
Mxican Agricultural Credit, M4roco Agraltural Credit awd Philippine
Rural Credit.

We have fowud your commixts of tise reports to be interesting
and helpful. We look forward to diacusaing specific cos nts with you
in Fobtua and to the opportunit of explaiaing such genwral points as
the ircumutanses unde wheich an IDA credit rather thn a Bank loan in
made, and also our approach to the queationa of determidning "return to
the eaaxiaV,

Our Western Hemisphere Departmt will have an economic
mission in Ae4o from Feb 1$ to Mar 30 and Aervyn Weimer who will be
leading it would be very pleased if you were able to visit itxico
on your wqy to or from Washington. If you oould lot us know *iom you
would like to see SWexico, we would be quite happy to ma) the nese.
ary arrangeMt for you.

We have quite a bit of material on East Pakistan (you referred
to this in your letter of Dec 14). The International Engineering Compaxw
completed a Master Plan for the development of water resources in East
Pakistan last year. The Bank has now put out a detailed desk review of
the Plan which inluds a great deal of material on the agricultural
devlopment aspects as well as the water development problems. Since
these documents an eao bulJ4 we will not send the= on to you but trust
that you will have an oppwtunity to go through the when you are here
in Pewruary.

The table in para 4 of wanwx 10 of the Pakistan Ai)B report is
really a *eepeeite table based on the findings en the 132 farms mxveyed.
Hence the table represents theoretical rather than actual operating results.

Best personal regards,
Yours aincerely,

STakahashiag assistant 1irector Projects Department
In charge of Agriculture


